TOPIC: THE NATURAL WORLD AND FREE TIME

LEVEL B2

Visiting a national park in Croatia
CONTEXT
A friend of yours has come with their family to spend their holidays in Croatia. You meet to spend
the afternoon together and catch up. During your get together your friend asks you for help in
understanding a flyer about national parks. They are mainly interested in finding out about what kind
of park it is, prices of the tickets and any special activities or interesting facts that they can do during
their visit. They are interested in one inland and/or one at the seaside/river/lake. GOAL: help your
friend find out about the most important bits of information and make recommendation based on
preferences and their current location. Answer your friend’s questions.
PRE-MEDIATION REVISION
1. In informal contexts, when we want to express that something is not as we expected, we can use It
is not that... followed by an adjective or an adverb, expressing the opposite idea. Fill in the following
chart turning these thoughts into what you would say using this structure.
It’s not that + adjective / adverb... i.e.

It’s not that small...

You think...

You say.....

The park is huge!
The tickets are quite cheap.
The tickets are quite expensive.
The variety of activities is quite good.
The high seson is quite short.
The long season is longer than I expected.
The variety of parks is quite extraordinary.

The park is not that small.

2. Revrite the sentences using the word sin brackets without changing the meaning.
1. I guess you could sign up for one of the activities available if you don't mind missing the other
opportunities.
a. _______________________________________________________________________ (provided)
b. _______________________________________________________________________(providing)
2. Imagine you could stay for two days, then you could do both things.
a. _______________________________________________________________________ (suppose)
b. _______________________________________________________________________(supposing)
3. I'd like to sign up for volunteering, if I can skip the part with insects.
_______________________________________________________________________ (as long as)
https://www.parkovihrvatske.hr/documents/20181/311591/Bro%C5%A1ura+Parkovi+Hrvatske/2473
adc8-579a-478c-a29e-5a47ccc82792 HUPE Conference, November 11, 2021 Katarina Ivanjek, Školska knjiga

MEDIATION PRACTICE (10 min per round + 5 min preparation)
TASK&STEPS:
1 - With your partner, decide which role you are going to perform in this round.
2 - Read your instructions.
3 - In 5 minutes, prepare your task reading the information on the leaflet, taking notes and/or writing
questions, depending on your role.
4 - You have 10 minutes to carry out your mediation practice.
STUDENT A (foreign visitor):

STUDENT B (mediator):

You are from ____. You are spending your
holidays in Croatia with your family. A (local)
friend of yours happens to be there too, so you
meet to spend the afternoon together and catch
up. During your get together you ask your friend
for help to find about national and nature park
sin Croatia. You want to visit the park with your
family but none of you are fluent in Croatian, and
the brochure is written in Croatian. You are
mainly interested in finding out about:
what kind of park it is,
prices of the tickets,
any special activities that you can do
during your visit and
interesting facts about the parks.

You are Croatian. A friend of yours has come
with his/her family to spend their holidays in
Croatia. You happen to be there too, so you meet
to spend the afternoon together and catch up.
During your get together your friend asks you for
help to learn a bit more about the national and
nature park sin Croatia they would like to visit.
He/ She wants to visit the park with his/her
family but none of them are fluent in Croatia,
and the flyer is written in Croatian. They are
mainly interested in finding out about:
what kind of park it is,
prices of the tickets,
any special activities that you can do
during your visit and
interesting facts about the parks.

Prepare questions in English to ask your friend.

Answer your friend’s questions and suggest any
activities you think they might find interesting.

WHAT STRUCTURES to use (level B2) in every Mediation Practice
 connectors, idiomatic expressions and functional language...
 Subordinate clauses introduced by in order [not] to + infinitive; so as to (not) to + infinitive;
in order that/ so that.
 Subordinate clauses to compare (as though / as if) It seems as though / if ...
 Wherever; whenever; whoever; whatever; however
 Emphatic use of reflexive pronouns: myself, yourself, itself, herself etc.
 Discourse markers to include and exclude information As well as, except for
 It’s not that + adjective / adverb It’s not that pricey.
 Supposing: I guess...; I imagine...; I suppose so; I’d say...
 Describing: It’s a … where animals can be found walking freely...
 Expressing doubt: We don´t know whether to...
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You can take notes here to prepare for your mediation practice.

REFLECTING ON THE TASK – 10 MIN
Group feedback
1. How challenging was it to act as a mediator having to mediate from a leaflet?
2. Did you have enough time to prepare/practice? Could you perform it without time-pressure?
Individual feedback – reflect on the next two points:
1. Circle the strategies you needed to use to complete the mediation task.

Take notes

Ask the recipient questions

Adapt the language

Make reference to previous knowledge
Summarize

Rephrase

Translate

Simplify information

Clarify information

Comment

Define concepts

Adapt the message to the recipient

2. Were there any expressions that you wanted to use, but you don’t know their equivalent in
English? Write down words/expressions you would like to use in the future/more often.
________________________________

___________________________

________________________________

___________________________
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